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Hubei,
China
2003

My adoption journey began
in Hubei Province on July 14,
2002. I don’t know much
about my birth family and
neither do my parents but
when I was adopted, they
were given a photobook
with photos of me in China.
This is one from one of
those photos and I chose to
start off with this since it
relates to one of the earliest
and only stories I have from
China. My parents told me
that in the adoption center,
they shaved my head,
hoping that it would make it
grow back stronger. This
practice is something I ask
other adoptees about when
I meet then and sometimes
others have similar photos.
We also always share our
favorite questions that
people ask us. Some
favorites being “Do you miss
your real parents?” and
“Why did your parents give
you away?”

Boston, MA 2006

Every parent has a story that they tell over and over about
their child. I’ve heard this story many times over the years,
sometimes at dinner with friends, other times during
holidays with family. When I was about 4 years old, I asked
my mom why we couldn’t get a Christmas tree and
responded, she explained that it was because we were
Jewish. I continued walking, pondering about what she just
told me. After a few minutes, I looked up and confidently
stated, “I’m not Jewish, I’m Chinese”. While at first that’s a
story about a young girl attempting to find a loophole into
getting a Christmas tree, for me, that story represents
something bigger. It was a struggle even at a young age
in understanding my identity and how these different
parts of my identity could exist with each other. This
personal conflict is one I continue to struggle with now but
I have a better grasp of. A few weeks later, as my
grandmother submitted this story to the Boston Globe,
Boston readers would be looking at a cartoon drawing of
a little asian girl carrying a USA, Israeli, and Chinese flag.

I don't remember much from my early childhood
but I do remember when I finally put together
that I was American, Chinese, and Jewish at the
same time, I would always show and tell people
the same thing. I would draw lines down my
face, dividing it into 3 parts. After that I would tell
them, “This part is my American side, this part is
my Chinese side, and this is my Jewish side.” I
think I kept doing that because it would always
get laughs out of people but now I look back
and I understand that it was more about coping
with my own relationships with my identity. I
found the need to divide myself up because I
struggle to understand that they could all
intersect with each other.

Boston,
MA
2008

BostoN, MA 2018

In 2014 I moved from my majority white, small private elementary
school to a larger, more diverse public high school. This change
was a difficult one at first since I was meeting all new people but
it was the first time I was hyper-aware of being Asian American.
There were more Asians in high school than I ever really knew
before in my life. Maybe it was my subconscious or it was the
influence of my fellow classmates but I found myself grouping
with other Asian students. Then in freshman year, I joined Asian
Students In Action, purely joining because I wanted to do more
clubs, they were struggling to find new officers, and I just so
happened to be Asian. At the end of that year we put together
our annual Asian Night and standing on that stage, I realized I
found my first real Asian community, and I was incentivized to
learn more about being Asian American and how I could dive
more into that part of my identity

BostoN, MA
2020

Before everything eventually shut down, my high school theater
group managed to put together one last show, “Tiger Style”. It’s a
satirical, comedic play with a majority Asian cast that tells the
story of a brother and sister duo that has become increasingly
conflicted with the identity and the “tiger style” parenting they
grew up with. With not many Asians in theater, I auditioned and
played the role of Jennifer, a Harvard graduated oncologist who
just got dumped by her loser, white boyfriend who told her that
she just wasn’t exotic enough anymore. Taking on that role was a
complicated experience for me. While I understand that I was
Chinese-American, just like the character in the show, I still felt
wrong taking it on, thinking I wasn’t “Asian enough” for the role. I
wanted to connect to the character but didn’t want to be an
imposter who didn’t have that experience of growing up in an
Asian household. But at the same time, I was honored to be able
to participate as an Asian American in a field that Asian
Americans aren’t necessarily highlighted in especially with that
being after "Crazy, Rich, Asians" was released. It was a tiring
process, both emotionally and physically, and at the end of the
play, my on-stage brother and I hug and I remember crying real
tears during that first show. Even with all of that happening, the
same year while eating Lunar New Year dinner with friends, one
told me that I “didn’t really count as Asian” and that I “wasn’t
actually Asian” because I never tried spicy fish.

BostoN, MA 2020
In the midst of a global pandemic, I graduated high school.
By this year I was also president of Asian Students In Action
and pioneered social justice events like an Asian/Asian
American Film Festival. I found that even though I didn’t grow
up in a Asian household like my peers, there were still ways I
could connect to that community through supporting Asian
American causes. During this time, the rampant issues of
COVID related hate crimes against Asians increased. It was
the first time in a while since I was extremely hyper aware
about being Asian American, especially in public on trains
and in Chinatown which is right next to where I live.
Additionally, the college process itself was an exhausting one
especially with the
discussions of affirmative
action and the Harvard
Lawsuit constantly present
in the Boston area. It was
an issue I didn’t fully
understand but as an
Asian American I felt
pressured to have a
stance on. I wrote my
essay on being Asian
American and Jewish and
it was the first time I began
to link the two together
through shared histories of
persecution but also
values of family and
connection through food. I
also searched for colleges
with a larger Asian
population since I didn’t
want to be isolated like I
was before

